W hen are two original papers by the same authors redundant? Variations in study design around similar themes might enable plausible claims of distinction, but the average reader can quickly perceive commonality and overlap. Authors use all or part of the same data set, come to similar conclusions that have no incremental value, produce overlapping communications that could easily have been distilled to one, and waste the time of our reviewers and readers. Redundant publications also deprive other authors of space to have their own papers chosen for print in well-regarded journals. This is annoying and is usually caught during the review process, except when it is not disclosed.
Our journals ask each submitting author at the time of submission whether he or she has other similar manuscripts under review elsewhere. When authors fail to report related manuscripts, it disturbs choices made during review and the relative success of all submissions. It also leaves us with the ethical dilemma of misrepresentation.
Not too long ago, Kidney International and the Journal of the American Society of Nephrology published what we feel were largely redundant papers by the same group of authors. At the time of submission, the authors misled us by stating they had no like paper under review, knowing full well that within days of their submission to one journal they were submitting a related paper to the other. Neither manuscript referenced the other, and neither journal was told of a related paper at the time the authors uploaded their revisions.
Our journals collectively receive many more promising manuscripts than they can accommodate. Would it have made a difference if these recent authors had told us of their related papers? Quite possibly, and our reviewers and editors were entitled to consider the potential for overlap in their decision to review and accept. Because of this, both journals are banning all authors of both papers from publishing their work in either journal for the next two years. This will also be our approach going forward.
Sadly, we live in a world indifferent to pretense. In PubMed, more than 30 journal commentaries lament the problem of redundant publications. [1] [2] [3] [4] In our case, neither journal was given the chance to decide for itself. At some point it has to stop. We thank an early reader of both journals for pointing out the current mishap.
